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Abstract—We improve on GenASM, a recent algorithm for
genomic sequence alignment, by significantly reducing its memory
footprint and bandwidth requirement. Our algorithmic improvements reduce the memory footprint by 24× and the number of
memory accesses by 12×. We efficiently parallelize the algorithm
for GPUs, achieving a 4.1× speedup over a CPU implementation of
the same algorithm, a 62× speedup over minimap2’s CPU-based
KSW2 and a 7.2× speedup over the CPU-based Edlib for long
reads.
Index Terms—read mapping, sequence alignment, GPU, memory

I. I NTRODUCTION
Efficient algorithms for solving the genomic sequence alignment problem are based on dynamic programming (DP), such as
the Smith-Waterman-Gotoh algorithm [1]. These algorithms first
construct a DP table to find the best possible alignment score,
followed by a traceback step to retrieve the optimal alignment.
They have quadratic time and space complexity [2], and asymptotically faster solutions are not to be expected [3]. Hence, a
significant effort has been and is being put towards speeding
up this step through several approaches, such as prior filtering (e.g. [4–7]), constant factor algorithmic speedups (e.g. [8–
10]), GPU-based acceleration (e.g. [11, 12]), FPGA-based acceleration (e.g. [13]) or through specialized hardware accelerators (e.g. [14–16]).
Our goal is to speed up genomic sequence alignment over
state-of-the-art software solutions for both short and long reads.
To this end, we develop novel algorithmic improvements for the
GenASM algorithm [14] and accelerate it using a GPU.
We choose the GenASM algorithm for its high throughput
and fine-grained parallelism that makes it well suited for a GPU
implementation. We observe that the GenASM algorithm exhibits
high memory bandwidth pressure and its working set (DP table)
does not fit into on-chip memory. We alleviate these limitations
with three key ideas: We discover that (1) the DP table can be
compressed by storing only the bitwise AND of the variables
for each DP entry, (2) part of the DP table can opportunistically
be excluded from calculation if previous rows of the DP table
already contain the full solution, and (3) part of the DP table does
not need to be stored because the traceback operation cannot
reach these entries. As a result, the entire DP table fits into fast
on-chip memory, and the number of accesses to the DP table is
reduced significantly.
The contributions of this work are as follows:
• We develop three novel algorithmic improvements to
GenASM, collectively reducing the memory footprint by
24× and the number of memory accesses by 12×.
• Based on these insights, we develop CPU and GPU implementations of our improved GenASM algorithm that are
capable of aligning both short and long reads.
• We demonstrate that our CPU and GPU implementations
provide large speedups over the state-of-the-art sequence
alignment software, KSW2 [9, 10] and Edlib [8].
• We demonstrate that our algorithmic improvements are effective, and our GPU implementation efficiently parallelizes
the improved GenASM algorithm.

II. R ESULTS
We evaluate the CPU implementation of our improved
GenASM algorithm and the baseline sequence aligners (i.e.
KSW2 [9, 10] and Edlib [8]) on a dual socket Intel Xeon Gold
5118 (2× 24 logical cores) at 3.2GHz with 196GB DDR4
RAM, using 48 threads. We run our GPU implementation on
an NVIDIA A6000 [17]. We simulate 500 PacBio reads from
the human genome using PBSIM2 [18], each of length 10 kb.
We map these reads to the human genome using minimap2 [10]
and obtain all chains (candidate locations) it generates using the
-P flag, 138,929 locations in total. We align the (read, reference)
pairs obtained from the candidate locations using KSW2 [9, 10],
Edlib [8], and both our CPU and GPU implementations.
Our CPU implementation achieves a 15.2×, 1.7×, and 1.9×
speedup over KSW2, Edlib, and a CPU implementation of
GenASM without our improvements, respectively. Our GPU
implementation achieves a 4.1×, 62×, 7.2×, and 5.9× speedup
over our CPU implementation, KSW2, Edlib, and and a GPU
implementation of GenASM without our improvements, respectively. We observe that the CPU and GPU implementations of
GenASM provide speedups over Edlib only if our algorithmic
improvements are applied. We conclude that our algorithmic
improvements are effective, and enable CPU and GPU implementations of GenASM to outperform state-of-the-art genomic
sequence aligners.
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